A REPORT OF THE LECTURE ON “CHINA'S BELT AND ROAD INITIATIVE IN
SOUTHEAST ASIA: USING BUDDHISM AS A TOOL OF INFLUENCE”

On 23 June 2021, the Nehginpao Kipgen Center for Southeast Asian Studies (NKCSEAS)
organized an online public lecture on “China's Belt and Road Initiative in Southeast Asia:
Using Buddhism as a Tool of Influence”. The speaker for the event was Dr. Gregory
Raymond, Lecturer in the Coral Bell School of Asia Pacific Affairs at The Australian
National University. Sanjana Dhar, Research Analyst at NKCSEAS, introduced and
welcomed the speaker. She briefly discussed the theme of the panel discussion. The
discussion was chaired by Prof. (Dr.) Sreeram Sundar Chaulia, Professor and Dean of Jindal
School of International Affairs, O.P. Jindal Global University.

Opening remarks from Dr. Sreeram Chaulia

Through the welcome note, Prof. Chaulia remembered the work of the late Prof. (Dr.)
Nehginpao Kipgen. He then briefly introduced the topic. The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
is understood with the lens of China’s growing influence and domination in the Indo-Pacific
Region and beyond. The BRI is to increase the power of China in the world. China’s soft
power has decreased since the pandemic, but the rat race of material can be balanced by the
spread of Buddhism. China has a desire to be liked, loved and appreciated through Buddhism
in Southeast Asia. Through spirituality, Buddhism, religion, and culture, China is using its
soft power to convince the world about their influence.

‘China's Belt and Road Initiative in Southeast Asia: Using Buddhism as a Tool of
Influence’ by Dr. Gregory Raymond
Dr. Raymond spoke about the use of Buddhism by China to influence the world and exercise
its soft power. He explained the use of Buddhism to create a new order and put in effect the
material aspect of the BRI through ideology. The BRI is creating a new connection in
Southeast Asia through infrastructural development, building transportation, and improving
transportation. Soft power is used to attract countries in Southeast Asia through values and
ideology, but in the case of BRI, China is using Buddhism for influence and not Communism.
China is using historical and cultural similarity to build bilateral relations. Buddhism is
spread through reforms to increase religious influence in international relations, through the
United Front Work Department (UFWD) of China. There has been a rise in BRI-related
Buddhist diplomacy with the involvement of the Buddhist Association of China (BAC). The

outreach activities of China have an increased focus on Southeast Asian countries which
indicate the cultural influence of BRI in the region.
Dr. Raymond shared his experience and evidence that he discovered which indicate the use of
Buddhism as a soft power of China’s BRI. The Buddhist Summits and BAC’s visits to
Southeast Asian countries used the BRI to highlight China’s relations with Southeast Asian
countries and indicate a world order influenced by China’s soft power through Buddhism.
The Chinese Communist Party controls Buddhism in China and has unified Buddhist groups
through the BAC. The Buddhist influence is high in Southeast Asian countries, and it is
linked to politics and people’s understanding. Buddhism is used to make decisions which
leads to an increased influence, and the foreign policy of these countries is therefore
influenced by Buddhism because people use politics through the lens of Buddhism.
China’s BRI essentially remains centric on economic and political issues, and it can also
spread to build cultural and ideological relations. The challenge for China is of authenticity.
The leaders in Southeast Asia identify the use of religion by China to influence politics while
being an authoritarian communist regime themselves. Moreover, many Buddhist leaders do
not support China’s use of Buddhism as soft power.
China is using a broader long-term approach of Buddhism to spread its ideas in the world and
create a possible world order, but China needs to build an image that represents the
communist ideals.

Questions and Answers
Q. Has India failed to use Buddhism in Southeast Asia to influence and build relations while
China, due to its economic power of BRI, has been successful in using Buddhism as a binding
force in Southeast Asia? How is China more successful?
A. India does not control the Buddhist communities because of democracy, but China has a
better political grip on Buddhism; therefore it is able to use Buddhism as a tool to influence
better than India. India is the home of Buddhism, but Hinduism is a focused religion for the
Indian government, while China, with the help of BRI, can use Buddhism to influence
Thailand, Myanmar, and other countries with Buddhist dominance and economic incentive.
Q. Is China using Buddhism as damage control in the post-Covid world?

A. China has not received high opposition in Southeast Asia for the Coronavirus, and there is
a degree of gratitude for medical supply and vaccine rollouts. China’s image has decreased in
Myanmar, but the influence of Buddhism is not clear to improve the image.

Q. Is the interpretation of Buddhism for BRI another weapon of Confucianism by China and
could it strengthen less democratic regimes in Southeast Asia?
A. China feels it is possible to use Buddhism to influence politics in Southeast Asia. The
powerful countries in Southeast Asia have influenced countries in the region but the relations
are limited to economic relations. Buddhism can be used to justify many political regimes
including democracy.

Q. Can BRI help China become the leader of Buddhism in the world?
A. China is doing different things in Buddhist communities, but its actions are fragmented.

Link to the full video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKVwJnw5MKc

